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AXIS & ALLIES: 1914 
“MACHINE GUN RULES” 

Rules Written by: Dakota Carvara 

 

 

Machine Gun- (Acrylic Marker) The Machine Gun was one of the first of the 

“Infernal Machines” that came into existence during the course of the First World War. 

The Machine Gun marker functions as a fortification marker. Whenever a territory with 

a Machine Gun is attacked, the Machine gun may roll a preemptive defensive roll (Up 

to 3 maximum) hitting on a “1.”  

Cost: 5     Attack: N/A     Defense: 1     Move: 1 (Non-Combat Only) Availability: See Below* 

*Requires Advanced Technologies: This is an Optional Rule that can be put in place to 

further add an enhanced complexity to your A&A: 1914 experience. Should you choose 

to implement this rule, then The Machine Gun Acrylic marker becomes available to any 

nation which develops the “Advanced Defenses” Technology on the Advanced 

Technologies Chart.  

If you choose NOT to implement this optional rule, then the Machine Gun is available 

for purchase on Turn 1. 

Defensive Measures: The Machine Gun functions as a deterrent against attacks from an 

opposing player; When a Machine gun is deployed in a contested territory, it reduces 

the effectiveness of the opposing attacking forces by 1. 

 If a territory with a machine gun is captured, the machine gun is destroyed.   

 

 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-MachineGun-Marker-Acrylic-Smoke-x5_p_1528.html
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Advanced Technologies Chart: The Advanced Technologies Chart is an added phase 

to a player’s turn (happening before the Purchase/Repair New Units Phase). Much like 

in the other installments of Axis and Allies. A player may purchase a research die for 6 

IPCs, (Up to 5 maximum for 30 IPCs). On a roll of “6” the player will have successfully 

achieved a breakthrough. Re-roll the die for every success and the number then rolled is 

the corresponding technology unlocked as followed by the chart below: 

Advanced Technology Corresponding number Ability Given 

Enhanced Industry 1 .All Factories produce +2 

additional units. 

 

.All unit repair/costs are 

reduced by 2 IPCs 

 

.Rail Infrastructure 

increased by 1. 

Advanced Defenses 2 .Machine Gun Marker 

Available for purchase. 

 

.All Infantry units gain a 

+1 Defense on first round 

of combat. 

Advanced Flight 3 .Bomber unit is available 

for purchase. 

Mechanical Warfare 4 .Tank units are available 

for purchase. 

Chemical Warfare 5 .Poison Gas Marker 

available for Purchase. 

Advanced Submarines 6 .Submarines attack and 

defense +1.  

 

*If the number rolled on a research die is a repeat of one already rolled, then the player may either 

re-roll the die once for a different number OR receive 5 IPCs in refunded research. If the second 

roll is again a double of an already researched technology the player MUST take back the 5 IPC 

refunded research.  

 

You can purchase the “Machine Gun Marker” HERE 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-MachineGun-Marker-Acrylic-Smoke-x5_p_1528.html

